
Connection  
[1] If you can, share about a time when you found it hard to do God’s will, 

but chose to follow His will anyway. What was the outcome? What did 
you learn about following God’s “path” even though it seemed difficult 
at the time?  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Observation & Interpretation 
[2] In our culture we are often taught that we can “do or be anything we 

want to be if we just try hard enough”. How does this cultural belief line 
up with or is incongruent with the biblical principle that God has a       
specific plan (will) for each individual’s life?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[3] What do John 10:10, Romans 8:29, Titus 2:11-13, and Ephesians 2:10 

teach us about God’s will for all of our lives?    
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Application 

Pastor Rich spoke of four choices that bring us into kingdom living 
(god’s will) ... 
 

[4] How can choosing thankfulness and gratitude to God empower        
change in our attitudes and outlook towards our circumstances in life?   

 
  
 
 

[5] Choosing forgiveness is extending Grace to those who have hurt us; it is a            
reflection of the Grace given in God’s forgiveness of our sins. How can 
these three common misunderstandings about forgiveness block us from 
forgiving others?                          

 #1  Forgiving means that nothing ever happened or that it was “no   
        big deal”. 
 #2  Forgiving means automatic, instant, unlimited reconciliation. 
 #3  Forgiving means never having any painful memories or emotions  
                     related to the hurts or the hurters. 
 

 
 
 
[6] The Apostle Paul chose focusing on positives and the teaching of     
       Scripture (Review Philippians 4:8-9) as a way of obtaining the presence  
       and peace of God in difficult circumstances. What specifically can you  
       focus on to bring the peace of God into your life situation (s)? 

  
 
 
 

Reflection 
[7] Choosing to bless others is core to kingdom living and helps us to get out  
       of and over ourselves—blessing others reflects God’s grace giving          
       nature. Who can you choose to bless this week and how are you going      
       to bless them?    
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